
Triplets on SM 71 

Chapter 71 

The triplets came to an agreement immediately. 

Knock, knock! 

Suddenly, someone knocked at their door. 

“It’s naptime, kids.” Molly’s voice was heard outside the door. The triplets were anxious as they instantly 

hid under their blanket and responded, “Okay, mommy!” 

When they got up after their nap, the triplets went on their separate ways to complete their mission. 

Claudia used the excuse of sending desserts to go next door. 

“Uncle Sean, you have to balance work and leisure. I’m going to watch a movie with my brothers 

tonight. Will you be free? Can you watch the movie with us?” Claudia blinked her bright eyes as she 

invited Sean. 

Sean initially had a meeting tonight, but he hesitated when he got Claudia’s invitation. 

Claudia said endearingly, “Uncle Sean, we’ve never watched a movie together. My brothers want to 

watch a horror film, and I’m scared.” She walked up to him and clutched his arm as she swung it from 

side to side. 

Sean could not bring himself to reject Claudia’s cuteness, so he agreed. “Sure, what time?” 

“Eight-thirty at night!” Claudia’s eyes sparkled. She was worried that he might regret it, so she 

immediately said, “You have to come alone, okay? Don’t bring Uncle Tony along. He talks too much, and 

it’ll ruin the mood.” 

Claudia scrunched up her nose when she mentioned Tony, looking extremely cheeky. 

“Alright,” Sean arched his brows and responded with a nod. When Claudia got what she wanted, she 

skipped back home, as agile as a monkey. 

Looking at her, Sean smiled unknowingly. 

Around 8:30 pm, Sean arrived at their home on time. 

The triplets had already been waiting for him. They changed into their dinosaur onesies after freshening 

themselves up. They looked extremely adorable as they hugged their thick tails. As for tonight’s female 

star, she was already dragged to the media room by them. In the end, the triplets started to yawn 

around 9:30 pm. They rubbed their eyes with their tiny hands as they nodded off. “We’re tired, 

mommy.” 
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Molly knew this would happen as they usually sleep rather early. It was rare for them to stay up so late. 

“Then let’s watch this next time. I’ll send you all to bed.” 



She was about to stand up while she spoke. 

‘No way!’ 

‘If mommy leaves, our plan will fail! 

“It’s okay!” Alex immediately stopped her as he continued, “You hardly get to rest, mommy. You’re 

either taking care of us or treating Uncle Sean. Just stay for the movie and take some time off. You don’t 

have to care about us, though it’s sad that we can’t finish it. But you can watch it and tell us about it 

tomorrow!” 

“Yes, ves!” Ben and Claudia nodded as they played along. 

Without waiting for Molly’s response, they ran out of the room without looking back. They even closed 

the door as if they worried she would follow behind them. Molly felt that something was strange, but 

she would never expect that her triplets were creating some alone time for her and Sean. She glanced 

over at Sean, who was sitting next to her, and wondered, ‘We’re the ones who invited him over, so it 

isn’t good if I left, right?’ So, Molly sat back down and continued watching. 

However, the movie on the screen started to take a twist. It was a foreign horror film that started off 

with a suspenseful plot. But toward the end of the film, the male and female leads started to make out. 

‘What?!” 

‘They were just escaping a second ago, and now they’re making out in the woods? That’s too much!’ 

Molly started to feel awkward as she shifted her gaze, but her eyes accidentally met Sean’s.  

Chapter 72 

For a better effect, the lights in the media room were all switched off. The only light in the studio was 

from the screen itself. Sean’s deep eyes and his indifferent face could be seen faintly. The atmosphere in 

the studio became weirder in a setting like this. 

Molly could not help but blush. She felt lucky that the studio was not bright enough for Sean to notice. 

She stood up immediately and said, “I need to use the washroom.” 

‘It should be over after a few minutes.’ She refused to believe that the cast could turn a horror film into 

an adult movie! 

Click! 

Click! Click! 

Molly tried to open the door, but she found out that the door was locked! 

“What’s wrong?” Sean heard it and asked. 

Molly did not get suspicious. “I guess they accidentally locked the door when going out just now,” she 

said. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 



She knocked on the door, but unfortunately, everybody was probably asleep at this hour. Plus, the 

mansion was so big, and its soundproofing was very good. She would not be heard even if she shouted. 

“It’s okay. Tony will come to get me later.” Sean did not bring Tony along because of the triplets. 

Instead, he told him to come back here after a few hours. 

Molly thought the same too. It was getting late, and Sean was missing. There’s no way Tony would not 

come to look for him. 

Little did they know, the triplets had long taken away Tony. 

“Uncle Tony, Uncle Sean will probably stay here for quite some time to watch the movie with mommy. 

You should leave them alone. Why don’t you go for a date yourself? Ben said. Tony was hurt a little by 

what he said. He was sad. “I’m all by myself. Who should I go on a date with?” 

Ben thought for a moment before suggesting, “Why don’t we play a game with you then? They’ll look 

for you if they ever need your help anyway.” “Sure,” Tony did not think of anything else as he agreed. 

So, he was taken away by the triplets to play their games. 

Who would have expected a graduate from a well-known university abroad to be evenly matched with 

three little kids? 

Suddenly, his urge to win was stimulated, and he had completely forgotten the time. 

That was exactly what the little ones wanted to happen. 
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In the end, Tony managed to squeak through anyway. 

However, he could not stand it anymore and fell asleep on the mat. 

The kids needed to sleep early anyway, but they tried their best to stay awake. They were absolutely 

drained. They only gave up and slept on the sofa after seeing Tony falls asleep. Molly did not know what 

was happening as she watched the movie with Sean in the media room. 

A while later, she could not stand it anymore and fell asleep. Her head rested on Sean’s shoulder as she 

breathed deeply. 

Sean felt a sudden weight on his shoulder, and he looked over. He saw Molly’s face. He could smell a 

faint medicated scent and an aroma that belonged to a woman. It was nothing like the pungent 

fragrance on other women. It smelled great, and it felt like it could soothe a person. Plus, Molly looked 

extra calm when she was sleeping. She looked different from the look she put on during the day. 

Perhaps when her eyes were opened, they would always be an unyielding look that was also 

uncompromising. But rather, she looked a little vulnerable at that time. Her mouth was even opened as 

if she was just a kid. 

Sean was distracted when looking at her, but he recollected himself a while later. Surprisingly, he was 

not feeling repulsed in any way when Molly was leaning on him. He did not push her away immediately 

like the last time either. He was not really bothered by Molly, so he just stayed in the same position. He 

continued to watch the movie leaving Molly to sleep. Eventually , Sean could not stand his sleepiness 



anymore and fell asleep in that position too. Their heads then leaned onto each other without them 

knowing.  

Chapter 73 

The two of them then slept in this position for the whole night. 

On the next morning, Molly was the first one to wake up. She saw the equipment in front of her and 

looked confused while half awake. She glanced down before finding that she had slept while leaning on 

Sean! 

She then shifted her gaze upward. She saw that face that would always be stunning no matter how 

many times she looked at it. His eye sockets were deep as if he was mix-blooded. He also had a tall nose 

and a pair of thin lips. Molly was so close to him that she could see every pore on his face. This man in 

front of her had such flawless skin that it made people green with envy! 

Molly was shocked when she looked at him. He was the only thing on her mind, and she had completely 

forgotten to take her eyes off him. 
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Sean woke up too before she could recollect herself and look away. 

He opened his cold eyes, and they looked pure and bright. They locked eyes. They could smell each 

other’s scent because they were so close together. And the both of them were stupefied. 

Molly stood up first. It was getting a little awkward in the room. Her face was blushing as she looked 

down to tidy herself up to hide her embarrassment. For some reason, she had a guilty conscience. 

Gasp! 

Sean inhaled sharply through his mouth suddenly. His arm was sore from being slept on and kept in the 

same position for the whole night. He was overwhelmed by the pain. 

Molly said hastily, “You should try moving your arm for your blood to flow better. You’ll be 

just fine in a while.” She was too shy to look at him after telling him that. She stood up and walked 

toward the door before trying to open it. 

Click! 

“The door’s unlocked!” 

The door was not locked any more, and Molly pushed it open by a small gap. Molly was relieved as she 

was afraid that she would need to spend longer time alone with Sean. 

Sean was slowly rotating his arms to ease his numbness. 

“Let’s get out now.” Molly walked toward him and pushed him out of the room. They only found that 

everyone was sitting around the dining table when they reached the living room. Not one person was 

missing. 



“I told the chef next door to make us breakfast. These just arrived a minute ago, and they’re still warm. 

Come have some.” Tony sat on the chair as he told Sean and Molly. 

Sean looked fine, but his gaze and expression turned dark as soon as Tony said that. “Where were you 

last night? Didn’t I tell you to come to get me here last night?” 

Tony smiled shyly. “These little guys said you and Molly were going to take long, so they told me to wait 

outside. Who would’ve thought that I’d fall asleep while waiting?” 

Sean scoffed coldly. 

Tony hurriedly put a smile to please Sean. He walked toward Sean and sent him back to wash himself 

up. 

After they left, Molly went to the triplets. She pinched both Alex and Ben’s cheeks with her hands as she 

leaned toward them. She squinted and said, “Fellas, did you lock us in there purposely last night? Why 

didn’t you guys unlock it?! We spend an entire night in there!” She would have thought the door was 

locked unintentionally if Tony had not come here this morning 

It could not be a coincidence that even Tony was tricked by them. 

She knew better than everyone how crafty all three of her kids were. Their heads were filled with tricky 

ideas. 

“Mommy, we were asleep last night. We don’t know anything,” Alex slurred as his tiny cheeks were 

being stretched apart. 

The triplets looked innocent. 

However, Molly did not believe them, even though she had no idea why they did that and what was 

going on in their mind. She warned them, “I don’t care if any of you were aware of what happened or if 

you did lock the door intentionally or not. But if anything like this ever happens again…”  

>Chapter 74 

At the same time, Sean was still washing himself up in the washroom. However, he did not go back to 

Molly’s place for breakfast after he was done. He ate in his own house instead. He sat at the dining table 

while his tablet was broadcasting the domestic and international financial news and market trend. As 

usual, a western breakfast, bread, and coffee were placed in front of him. 
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But he was feeling a little different. He felt like his meal was unappetizing without the noise and lively 

atmosphere next door. 

Ding-dong The doorbell rang when he was eating halfway. Tony stood up and went to open the door. It 

was a young lady dressing femininely and gracefully, standing at the door. Tony knew this person. She 

was his boss’ fiancée in name, Abigail Nolan. Tony was surprised by her coming uninvited, but he 

nodded to greet her out of courtesy. “Ms. Nolan, what brought you here?” 

“I’m here for Mr. Anderson. Is he awake?” Abigail said gently. 



“Yes, he is. Please come in.” Tony responded truthfully before he led her into the living room. 

Sean looked up when he heard the sound. He arched his brows a little and said coldly when he saw her 

walking in, “Ms. Nolan, why did you come here so early in the morning? Is everything okay?” 

He sounded cold and distant. Abigail could not help but feel a little disappointed at his attitude toward 

her. 

However, she pulled herself together quickly and went in Sean’s direction while carrying her tiny bag. 

She smiled and said, “I’m here to have breakfast with you. I woke up early and made some pastries this 

morning, so I brought some for you to try.” 

“How did you know I was here?” Sean asked. He was not a tad bit interested in her pastries and was not 

happy with her coming to his house either. 

Abigail looked scared as she said softly, “Mrs. Anderson told me that. She said that you’ve been skipping 

breakfast recently. She’s worried about your health, so she told me to make you something to eat.” 

“As you can see, I’m almost done with my breakfast. Thank you for the thoughts, but you don’t have to 

do this anymore. I have a chef in my house. Besides, I don’t really like people coming to my house 

uninvited.” Sean lost his appetite as he said without holding back while wiping his mouth with a 

serviette. 

After hearing those words, Abigail was not feeling very good, but she responded anyway, “It looks like I 

came at the wrong time. However, there’s another reason why I’m here today. Mrs. Anderson said she 

wanted to have a meal with my family last time and is thinking about doing it tonight. So, will you be 

able to make it?” 

Sean’s eyes darkened. He knew right away that tonight’s meal was just an excuse for them to 

talk about their marriage. 

He said coldly, “I’m sorry. I have an appointment with somebody else tonight. I’m busy tonight.” 

He responded without thinking twice. His answer was simple and straightforward. Besides, he had an 

appointment with Molly every night for his treatment. However, he would reject her even if it was not 

for the treatment. 
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But to Abigail, it sounded like Sean was just looking for an excuse on purpose to reject her. He never 

wanted to acknowledge this engagement anyway. She got a little upset at that moment, but she told 

herself to give him some time anyway.’ Everything’s going to be fine!’ 

She believed that Sean would accept her someday, and things would take a turn. 

Besides, Sean’s parents agreed to their engagement, and she had never heard anything about him 

getting too close with another woman either. She was also Sean’s fiancée in name, so she had a few 

more advantages than others. 

She was in a very favorable position.  



Chapter 75 Abigail tried to make herself feel better as she recollected and put on a faint smile. She said 

softly, “Okay. I got it. I will tell my parents and Mr. and Mrs. Anderson about it. I’ll stop bothering you 

for now. Bye, Mr. Anderson.” She turned around and left after saying that. Sean was indifferent to that. 

Tony, who was at the side, saw everything that had happened. He could not deny that Abigail was really 

something. She could act so casually even though his own boss was so cold and made things so obvious 

to her. 

– 

– + 

On the other side, Abigail came out of the mansion, and the three little ones saw her as soon as she was 

about to leave. “Eh? A woman came out next door!” Claudia shouted as she was jumping about at the 

front of the bunch. Her sharp eyes spotted Abigail. The triplets were just going out for a walk with 

Grandpa Dave, but they saw that pretty woman unexpectedly. They sensed danger right away. Alex was 

the first one to recall the fiancée that his grandfather once mentioned. ‘Is she dad – Uncle Sean’s 

fiancée?’ 

The triplets locked eyes for a second and saw a surprised look in each other’s eyes. ‘She went into his 

house! This is not good! Our plans have just started!’ The three of them knew that they had to do 

something at that moment! 

They had excellent chemistry between them. With just one look, Claudia whined and held her hands 

against her stomach before putting on a suffering expression. “Ouch! My stomach hurts. Great-grandpa, 

let’s go home now and come back later.” The triplets walked Grandpa Dave back again after that. 

Grandpa Dave did not suspect anything else and agreed to her. The three of them were nowhere to be 

seen right after they were home. They wasted no time and went to knock on the house next door. 

Knock, Knock! 

Tony was the one who opened the door again. He initially thought it was Abigail again, but he did not 

see anyone after opening the door until he looked down and saw the three of them standing side by 

side with each other. “Who’s that?” Sean’s cold voice was heard at the back. 
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“It’s the little ones,” Tony responded. Sean was not expecting to be here at all at this time. He was 

surprised. “Let them in,” he spoke. 

He did not realize that his tone at that moment turned a lot gentler than just a few moments ago. 

After entering the house, the little ones rushed to him and asked, “Uncle, uncle! We saw a pretty 

woman coming out of your house just now. Is that your fiancée?” 

“She isn’t my fiancée. We’re not engaged yet, and I have no plans for that.” Sean lifted his eyes as he 

looked down at the three little ones and said flatly. 

The three of them were immediately relieved. Ben even exaggeratedly patted his chest and said, “Uncle, 

being single could actually be better than being married. What if your wife keeps restricting you from 

doing everything? 



“You can’t buy us things to eat anymore if she wants you to give her all your salary. Besides, you’re 

always spending time with my mom for your treatment now. You’ll still have to pamper her if she 

misunderstood you.” He wrinkled his nose. “Women are really difficult to pamper. They’re nothing but 

trouble! It’s not worth it.” 

Tony was amused when he heard what Ben said. “Look at you. You already feel like this when you only 

met a few women in your life.” 

“Hmph! Quantity doesn’t matter!” Ben said as he put his hands on his hips with a long belly. Sean could 

not help laughing after looking at Ben, who was acting like an adult. “You guys do know a lot.” 

“Okay. I’m going to work now. Knock yourselves out.” He said as he lifted his arms and patted their tiny 

heads. The three of them left obediently after they got the answer they were looking for, but they were 

still lingering on the way Sean touched their heads. They made a circle among themselves again after 

they came out of the house to talk. “This isn’t good! We’ve got to pick up the pace in making daddy and 

mommy closer! Or somebody else is going to beat us to it!” 

“How?” “That movie last night was pretty effective, no?”  

Chapter 76 Ben was the craftier among them, so he quickly got an idea. “The girls in the movie are 

always afraid of the dark. Our mommy is too! How about this, bro? You hack into the circuit system of 

our house and cut off the power. Afterward, we can go next door and ask Uncle Sean to take us in. And 

then we’ll think how to make something happen between mommy and daddy.” Alex folded his hand as 

he rubbed his chin with his fingers. He thought it was a good idea too after thinking for a moment. 

“Sure. Let’s do that then.” 

Claudia looked left and right. She blinked her dark pupils that contrasted sharply against the white of her 

eyes, looking cute. So, the three of them went back home. When they were back, Alex turned on his 

computer and started to test the house’s electric circuit system. His face turned serious suddenly, and 

his fingers began tapping on the keyboard swiftly as a bunch of codes appeared on the screen. Ben and 

Claudia were lying down beside him to wait for the result. Alex’s tiny brows slowly arched. He found out 

that this mansion’s electric system was hard to breach, even for him. More importantly, the electric 

system of both mansions was interconnected, and they were both protected by security software. 

That being said, both of the mansions’ power would be shut off if the electric system was damaged. The 

security software would also be disrupted. By then, the management will also be notified in just a 

matter of time. Alex could only stop the electrical supply by a maximum of three hours with what he 

was capable of doing. The technology that was adopted by the residence was considered very advanced. 

A warrior was never afraid to face any challenges, 

Alex lifted the edge of his mouth. The idea of hacking into the system got even stronger in his mind. At 

that moment, he did not only want to make his mother and Sean close, but he wanted to beat the 

security software. It was a rare chance to test his own capability. The little guy was glued to his 

computer as he started to type rapidly again. The defensive setting was triggered when he tried to 

invade the system as expected. 

In the study room of the mansion next door– 



Sean was sitting at his office desk while working. 

Веер — 

Suddenly, the computer at the side sent him a notification. A warning popped up on his monitor screen. 

Sean looked at the notification, and he was shocked. ‘Is somebody trying to hack into my security 

system?’ 

He turned his wheelchair and sat in front of the computer as he tried to stop the invasion. He was not 

really bothered by it at first, but it turned out that the invader was pretty good. The invader was sneaky 

like a scurrying mouse. He was considered skilled anyhow. This made things interesting for Sean. 

They went back and forth without holding back at all. 

At that moment, Alex noticed him too. 

Moments later. 

Alex was defeated in the end. 

Bang! 

Alex stood 

uddenly and made a huge sound. 

He frowned and looked at the screen while panting lightly. He was almost tracked by the other party just 

a second ago. Luckily, he was smart enough to immediately wipe out all his trails, leaving no clues 

behind. He was sweating after all that work. Ben and Claudia saw that and went to him quickly, asking, 

“How? Did it work?” “No. I even almost revealed myself. Somebody was watching the security system. It 

was probably daddy. He intercepted the invasion.” Alex told them briefly. He had a faint smile on his 

face. Even though he failed, it was Sean that he lost to. It was not embarrassing at all. 

Ben’s eyes brightened as soon as he heard that. “That means daddy is pretty good too! There weren’t a 

lot of people that are better than you, even on an international level.”  

Chapter 77 On the other hand, Sean’s face slightly darkened because somebody attempted to hack into 

his security system. ‘Who would do something like this?’ Tony noticed something was wrong, so he 

asked, “Boss, is everything alright?” “Somebody just tried to hack into the mansion’s security system. I 

was going to trace him by the trail he left, but that person was kind of smart. He managed to cut 

everything at just the right time.” Sean told him briefly about what happened. “That person is really 

good, but I just can’t figure out his motive.” 

The outsiders did not know that both mansions were owned by Sean. So, both mansions had an 

independent security system apart from the residence itself. That being said, the person who did that 

was most probably going after Sean! Tony immediately got serious upon hearing that. The Anderson 

Family has a lot of enemies. They would have threats coming at them from everywhere. There were a 

lot of people wanting his boss to die. In the past few years, his boss had been through so many slings 

and arrows. It’s even common to be for him to be assaulted. He was worried that this invader had bad 



intentions! “Are there any other ways to search him up?” He asked. Sean shook his head lightly. “No. 

The invader completely wiped off his trails. Everything was gone before I could trace him at all.” 

Their security system being invaded was a matter to be taken very seriously. It had something to do with 

his boss’ safety. Tony’s face was all serious when he said, “I’ll go look it up now to see if any suspicious 

person or activity is going on around here.” He thought the invader would leave some clues at some 

places if he had decided to make a move. 

Sean nodded nonchalantly. But deep in his heart, he was kind of looking forward to meeting this invader 

again. It was a rare opportunity for him to meet somebody so good. He wanted to have another go at 

him. 

However, nothing else happened at all throughout the entire evening. 

Alex was not planning to give up. Instead, he was researching. He wanted to find out how to break up 

the two mansion’s security systems into two separate ones. 

There was just no way that he could penetrate Sean’s defense. So, he wanted to isolate the security 

system of Sean’s mansion before he invades it again. It would have made things a lot easier for him. 

The little guy sat in front of his computer while racking his brain. Molly nagged Alex after seeing him 

looking at the laptop the whole day. “Alex, don’t look at the computer for too long. It’s bad for your 

eyes.” 

“Okay,” Alex responded obediently. He put his laptop down right away to rest his eyes. Ben went to him 

and complained silently, “The technology of this mansion is too advanced. 

Everything is controlled by a computer system. It would be so much easier if there was a main switch for 

everything. We could just switch it off, and we’ll be good!” 

Claudia chimed in, “Bro, we can try another approach if this is not working.” “It’s fine. I’ll try again first.” 

Alex said while pondering. 

Alex put down his cutleries and went back to his room right away after dinner. He put the laptop on his 

lap and started brainstorming with himself. He started typing on the keyboard as he looked serious and 

concentrated. Molly saw that, and she arched her brows. She did not like what Alex was doing and was 

about to go up the stairs. ‘He’s still a kid. How could he be looking at the electronics for the entire day? 

He’s going to damage his eyes sooner or later!” Ben and Claudia went to her hastily and pulled her arms 

to stop her from going up. Ben explained, “Alex is researching a very important thing. Mommy, you 

should leave him alone at a crucial time like this. Just let him be for now. You can restrict him from using 

the computer for seven days as punishment after this.” 

Claudia played along and nodded quickly as her little cheeks jiggled.  

Chapter 78 Molly’s arms were both trapped by them. She glanced at the room upstairs, looking helpless. 

It left her no choice but to compromise. “Okay then! All three of you are the same. When can I ever stop 

worrying about you guys?” 

She turned around and went down the stairs after saying that. 



The two little ones put on a smile, and their tiny cheeks bulged. They were relieved after seeing that 

their mommy had given up on interrupting their brother. They only let her go by then. 

So, Molly went to have some tea with his grandfather in the yard, and they played chess together. 

Grandpa Dave laughed as he said, “Just let them do whatever they want for occasionally. Alex is a smart 

kid. I’m sure that he won’t do anything silly.” Molly knew better than everybody else that Alex was the 

one that worried her the least, so she nodded and agreed. 
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After some time, Grandpa Dave got sleepy, and his tiredness could be seen on his face. “Let’s end the 

game here for today. I need to go to bed now.” He held his knees and stood up from the wicker chair as 

he said that before walking toward his room. 

Dale followed closely behind him. Molly kept everything, and she prepared to go for a shower too. She 

took her clothes and went into the bathroom. 

Pop! She heard a pop sound as soon as she removed all her clothes. Her surroundings went into 

complete darkness suddenly, and she was shocked. She then realized that her house was experiencing a 

blackout. But why would this happen suddenly? Molly put her clothes back on and walked out of her 

room in the dark. She shouted, “Alex, Ben, Claudia!” 

Three of them ran to her immediately and said, “Mommy, we have no idea why, but the house lost 

power suddenly.” 

Alex chimed in, “I looked out the window and found out we’re the only house experiencing a blackout. 

“Mommy, I’m scared.” Claudia hugged her legs and said adorably. 

Molly’s eyes were still struggling to adjust themselves to the sudden darkness. After some time, she can 

finally see the three little one’s silhouettes with the help of light from outside the window. She hugged 

three of them into their arms and said, “It’s okay. Mommy’s here. I’ll go have a look if we’re just 

tripping.” 

She calmed herself down very quickly. 

“No, Mommy! I found out that this mansion was controlled by a computer system when we moved in. 

I’m sure that something went wrong. Why don’t we go next door and ask for Uncle Sean’s help?” Alex 

persuaded. 

Molly hesitated for a second, but she was not feeling suspicious at all. So, she agreed with Alex 

since she thought that she had no other choice. “I guess we could only do that now.” A cunning look 

shined across the triplets’ eyes in the dark. 

‘Our plan worked!’ 

Molly did not rush to leave but went to her grandfather’s room first. She knocked on the door softly. 

Knock Knock 



Dale opened the door. “The house is going through a blackout. I’m planning to bring my kids over next 

door to see what’s going on. How’s grandpa? Molly asked. Dale said softly, “Mr. May Sr. slept before it 

happened. He’s just fine.” Molly was relieved after he heard that. “Mr. Philip, you should rest early too 

then.” Afterward, she brought the triplets to the next door and pressed the doorbell. 

Tony opened the door. He thought Molly was here to treat his boss. “Dr. May, are you ready for the 

treatment?” 

“Nope, but there’s no power supply in my house,” Molly said. At that moment, Tony was very surprised. 

“A blackout? This isn’t right! Our house is doing just fine. Our houses are operating on the same 

system.” 

“I’m not too sure, but there is just no electric supply at my house. Mr. Hill, why don’t you go over there 

and have a look at it for me?” Molly did not know much about these things, so she had no idea what was 

going on. Sean heard that, and he said, “Tony, go have a look at the laptop.” Tony made a few clicks on 

the laptop, and he really found something fishy going on. He then brought the laptop to Sean. ‘As 

expected!’ Sean could also tell that their security systems were broken up into two separate ones. He 

was surprised. It looked like that person from this morning had changed his target to the house next 

door after being defeated over here.  

Chapter 80 

The triplets had their baby bottles in their mouth as they climbed up the bed using their hands and legs. 

Each of them was in a different position. Alex’s head was resting on the pillow while holding his bottle, 

and he was taking big gulps. He looked at Molly with his dark pupils that contrasted sharply against the 

white of his eyes. He was very dependent on her. 

Ben’s eyes were shut completely, and his lashes were long and fine. He was playing with the corner of 

his pillows with his tiny hands. As for Claudia , she crossed her tiny leg as it swung left and right. She was 

not drinking her milk properly, but she was rather amused by herself. She laughed, and her eyes turned 

into crescents. She looked just as adorable as a baby in paintings. 

Molly was overwhelmed by their cuteness. She could not stop herself from pinching Ben’s tiny but 

meaty hand. She picked up her clean clothes from the side and prepared to shower. She stood up and 

said, “Go brush your teeth and prepare to sleep after you guys are done drinking your milk. I’m going to 

shower now.” 

The triplets nodded. After they saw Molly leave the room, their eyes became restless, and the three 

pairs of eyes that looked identical to each other met. 

Alex asked quietly, “We’re here now. What should we do to make mommy and daddy closer?” 

The crafty ideas in their tiny heads kept coming and going. 

“Ah!” 

Molly’s shout could be heard from the bathroom when they were still thinking. 

The triplets heard that and immediately put down their bottles. They sat up from their beds and looked 

toward the bathroom. “Mommy, what’s wrong?” They asked. 



“I slipped,” Molly responded. 

‘Slipped?’ The triplets became worried suddenly. They continued asking, “How are you? Did it hurt?” 

“Don’t worry. I’m fine.” Molly’s voice came from inside the bathroom. She sounded relaxed as she tried 

to calm her kids down. In fact, she fell rather hard, and she twisted her ankle. Her ankle was already 

swollen as she said that. She only acted like she was fine because she did not want her kids to worry 

about her. 

Alex turned around immediately and ran out of the room with his tiny legs. He ran to Sean’s room and 

started to knock on the door. “Uncle! Come over now. My mommy fell down.” 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

He had no time to think of anything else after something bad happened to his mom. 

The door opened very quickly. 

Sean was in his pajamas while sitting in his wheelchair. “What’s wrong?” He asked. Tony, who was in the 

other room, heard him. He opened the door to see what was happening. “Mommy fell down in the 

bathroom,” Alex said worriedly. 

Sean immediately followed him to the bathroom in the guest room. Ben and Claudia were standing 

outside the bathroom, looking concerned. “Dr. May, are you okay? Do you need help?” Sean asked. 

Molly did not expect that he would know about this as she responded hastily, “I’m fine!” 

They waited outside. The door was opened from the inside after some time. When Molly came out in 

their pajamas while limping, the triplets rushed over to help her. 

Alex was the first one to notice her injury. He frowned and said, “Mommy, your ankle is swollen!” 

“Do you need a doctor?” Tony asked immediately. 

! 

Molly was amused by what Tony said. “Mr. Hill, have you forgotten? I’m a doctor myself. Why would I 

need another doctor to help me? I’m alright. I just slipped and twisted my ankle, that’s all! Look at how 

worried you guys are. Do you guys have any tonic or ointment that could help with a sprained ankle? 

Just give me that, and I’ll be fine.” She lurched toward the bed while saying that. “Tony, go get the 

herbal tonic,” Sean said. 

Tony took his order and went out the door.  

 


